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A bimatroid B between the sets S and T incorporates the combinatorial 
exchange properties of relative invariants of the special linear group acting on a 
vector space and its dual, or equivalently, when S and Tare finite, the exchange 
properties of nonsingular minors of a matrix whose columns and rows are 
indexed by S and T. A rather simple idea, basically that of adjoining an identity 
matrix, yields a construction which produces, from the bimatroid B, a matroid 
R on the disjoint union S U T which encodes all the structure of B. This gives 
a method of translating matroidal concepts and results into the language of 
bimatroids. We also define an analog of matrix multiplication for bimatroids: 
This operation generalizes matroid induction and affords another combinatorial 
interpretation of a linear transformation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although the impulse behind this paper is from invariant theory, the bulk 
of this paper is purely combinatorial; the segments requiring invariant theory 
may be omitted (but with some loss in continuity). The reader is assumed, 
however, to be acquainted with matroid theory; the standard references here 
are [7, 23, 241. Note that as is usual in matroid theory, the singleton set (x> 
is denoted simply by X. 
2. MATROIDS AND INVARIANTS 
Perhaps the best way of motivating our investigations is to juxtapose two 
seemingly heterogeneous ideas. The first is the basis exchange cryptomorphism 
for matroids: 
A matroid G of rank d on the finite set S is specified by a collection of 
d-subsets of S called bases; the bases satisfy the basis exchange property-if 
B, and B, are bases and y is in B, but not in Bl , then there exists x in B, such 
that B,\y v x and B,\x v y ire both bases. 
The second consists of the two fundamental theorems of invariant theory 
relative to the general linear group over an infinite field: 
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The invariants relative to the general linear group are generated by the 
brackets: 
[Xl ... xd] = det(xij); 
moreover, all the algebraic relations between invariants are deducible from 
syzygies of the following form: 
[Xl ... xJ[y1 .-* Yd] = 1 (-l)d-i[yiXZ *** %l[Y1 *** yi-1qyi+1 **+ Ydl. 
Viewed from this perspective, the axioms of matroid theory are translations 
of the fundamental theorems of projective invariant theory into a coordinate- 
free language. Thus, matroid theory can be regarded as the study of those 
geometric properties of finite sets of vectors which can be stated in purely 
set-theoretic terms. 
Now, there are, in addition to the general linear groups, three infinite classes 
of “classical groups”- the special linear groups, the orthogonal groups, and 
the symplectic groups. Corresponding to the invariant theory relative to these 
groups, there should be combinatorial structures analogous to a matroid. 
The study of these structures may be considered the combinatorial version 
of Klein’s Erlanger Program. 
In this paper, we study mainly the combinatorial structure called a bimatroid, 
which corresponds to the invariant theory of the special linear group acting 
on two vector spaces linked by a bilinear pairing. 
3. BIMATROIDS 
Suppose that ( 1 ) is a bilinear pairing between the vector spaces X and U. 
The first fundamental theorem for the special linear group states that the 
invariants relative to the special linear group acting on both X and U are 
generated by the determinants 
(x1 ... x, 1 u1 ... u,} = det((x, [ z+)). 
The second fundamental theorem states that all the algebraic relations between 
the invariants are deducible from syzygies of the form: 
(Xl ... x, 1 241 ... u,>( Yl ... ym 1 2’1 ... a,) 
= - f (-l)“-yxl *** xi-lylxi+l .*. x, 1241 .‘. un)(xiyz ... ym 1 q *** I&) 
i=l 
+ 9$1 (-lKx1 .a* xnyl 1 u1 ... unzJj)(y, ..* ym 1 q -.. nj-lvuj+l ... v,). 
(1) 
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Our rather unconventional way of stating the second fundamental theorem 
is based on the crucial role that the above identity plays in the straightening 
algorithm approach to invariant theory (see [8] or [9]). 
Thus motivated, we now define a bimatroid. Let S and T be two finite 
sets, assumed to be disjoint. Suppose x _C S and u C T are two subsets of the 
same cardinality n. Then, the pair x, u is said to be an n x n minor. 
A bimatroid B between the sets S and T is specified by a collection of minors, 
called the nonsingular minors; those minors not in this collection are called 
singular. The statement that a minor x, u is nonsingular is abbreviated by 
We impose two conditions on the collection of nonsingular minors: 
M,: The empty minor is nonsingular; that is, ,@ 1 0. 
M, (the exchange-augmentation property): If x 1 u and y j v, and y is 
an arbitrary element of y, then, at least one of the following hold: 
(a) Exchange: There exists x such that 
x\x ” 4 I u and Y\Y u x I v, or 
(b) Augmentation: There exists v such that 
xuyluuw and Y\Y I v\w. 
Moreover, the analogous exchange-augmentation property, with the roles 
of x, y and u, v interchanged, holds for any v E v. The element y (or V) is 
called the pivot of the exchange-augmentation operation. 
Our axioms are symmetric relative to 5’ and T; thus, if B is a bimatroid 
between S and T, its transpose Bt, defined between T and S by setting u j x 
if and only if x / u in B is also a bimatroid. 
The classical example of a bimatroid is a coordinatized bimatroid or a matrix; 
a matrix M with columns indexed by S and rows indexed by T over a field 
specifies a bimatroid B between S and T as follows: 
x 1 u if and only if the minor of the matrix M with columns and 
rows indexed by x and u is nonsingular. 
The exchange-augmentation property follows from syzygy (1). Thus, bimatroids 
also abstract the nonsingularity properties of the minors of a matrix. A rather 
simple construction on the matrix M is to adjoin the identity matrix Ir = 
cLJu.v.T to M, resulting in the matrix 
R = (M j IT). 
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The importance of this construction is that the bimatroid structure B coor- 
dinatized by M is entirely determined by the matroid on the union S u T 
coordinatized by R. 
To be more precise, let B be a bimatroid between S and T. We define a 
matroid R[B] on the (disjoint) union S u T by specifying that for subsets 
x C S and u C T, 
x u UC is a basis of R if and only if x 1 u in B. 
Here, and in the sequel, uc is the complement of u in T; similarly, if x C S, 
xc is its complement in S. The matroid R is called the representation matroid 
of B. Note that as % 1 0, T is a basis of R. The proof that R is a matroid is 
particularly instructive as to the relation between the exchange-augmentation 
property and the familiar exchange property. 
Let x u uc and y u vc be two bases in R. Now, suppose we wish to perform 
an exchange pivoted on y, where y E y. Translating this into the bimatroid B, 
we wish to perform an exchange-augmentation operation on the nonsingular 
minors x, u and y, v pivoted on y. By Ma , at least one of the following must 
occur: 
(a) There exists x such that x\x u y ; u and y\y u x / v; that is, there 
exists x such that x\x u y u uc and y\y u x u vc are both bases in R. 
(b) There exists z, such that x u y / u u z, and y\y / V\V; that is, there 
exists v E uc such that x u y u uc\v and y\y u vc u v are both bases in R. 
Thus, the exchange operation can always be performed for y E y. Now, 
suppose that the pivot is C, where v E vc; we can assume that v 6 uc. In this 
case, we consider the exchange-augmentation operation on the nonsingular 
minors x, u and y, v pivoted on w E u. By a similar argument, we conclude 
that we can perform the exchange operation in this case also. This proves that 
R is a matroid. As both our construction and proof are reversible, any matroid 
R on S u T such that T is a basis of R also defines a bimatroid between S 
and T. We have thus proved 
THEOREM 1 (the representation theorem). Let S and T be disjoint finite 
sets. Then, specifying a bimatroid B between S and T is equivalent to specifying 
a matroid R on the union S u T such that T is a basis of R. This equivalence 
is given by 
for x C S and u C T, x, u is a nonsingular minor in B if and only zf 
x u uc is a basis of R. 
We can also reverse the roles of S and T to obtain the representation matroid 
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R[Bt] of the transposed bimatroid Bt. Since x U uc is a basis of R[B] if and 
only if x 1 u in B if and only if u 1 x in Bt if and only if u u xc is a basis of 
R[Bt], the matroid R[Bt] is the orthogonal dual of R[B]; that is, 
R[Bt] = R[B]l. 
We call R[Bt] the dual representation matroid of B. 
We note two important special cases of our construction. Let G be a matroid 
on S and B a basis of G. Add an extra copy B of the basis B into S by making 
each of the points in B a double point; this extended matroid is denoted by 
G+. Now, define a bimatroid B between S and s by specifying that its repre- 
sentation matroid R be the extended matroid Gf. This bimatroid is called the 
bond bimatroid of G relative to the basis B. This construction is the combinatorial 
version of Whitney’s construction of the fundamental bond matrix of a coor- 
dinatized matroid relative to a basis [24, p. 5261. 
A bimatroid B is said to be transversal if it can be coordinatized by a matrix 
M the nonzero elements of which form an algebraically independent set. The 
bimatroid structure of B can then be coded by a relation p between S and T, 
with xpu if and only if the xuth element is nonzero. The representation matroid 
R of B is the transversal matroid on S u T induced by the relation p U 
((t, t): t E T} between S u T and T; R is called the transversal matroid with 
spanning simplex induced by the relation p [4, 141. 
4. THE Row AND COLUMN MATROIDS 
As for a matrix, a bimatroid B defines a matroid G on S called the column 
matroid of B. The independent sets of this matroid are those subsets x C S 
such that there exists u C T for which x 1 u. If we replace T by a subset U C T, 
we obtain the matroid G 1 U, called the column matroid restricted to U. The 
easiest way to check that these are indeed matroids is to note that 
and 
G = R\T, 
G I U = (R/U”)\U. 
The last equality follows from: x / u for u C U if and only if x u uc is a basis 
in R with UC C uc. In a transposed manner, we define the row matroid H and 
its restrictions. In particular, 
H = Rl\S = (R/S)I, 
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and, for Xc S, 
X 1 H = (Rl/X”)\X = ((R/X)\X”)l. 
The restricted matroids G 1 U depend only on the closure U of U in the 
row matroid. To be more precise, G 1 U = G / U. This follows from 
(G 1 U)l = (RVJ)\U” = (RI/o)\@ = (G / 0)~. 
Moreover, if U and V are flats of I-I such that UC V, 
(R+/U)\U” + (R’/V)\V 
is a strong map [12], being an extension followed by a contraction. Hence, 
GIV-+GIU 
is a strong map. This is the combinatorial version of the fact that deleting 
a row from a matrix results in a projection of the column space. The analogous 
results also hold for the restricted row matroids. 
We end with the observation that any two matroids G and H of the same 
rank over the sets S and T can be the column and row matroids of a bimatroid B. 
Indeed, one such bimatroid is obtained by placing G and H in general position 
relative to each other: more precisely, we define a bimatroid between S and T 
by specifying that x / u if and only if ( x 1 = 1 u 1, x is independent in G and 
u is independent in H. The proof that this specifies a bimatroid is an easy 
but tedious case by case analysis and is omitted. 
5. RELATIVE RANK 
The representation theorem provides a systematic method of translating 
matroidal concepts and results into the language of bimatroids. An example 
is the following cryptomorphism. 
Cryptomorphism 2 (relative rank). Let S and T be disjoint finite sets. A 
bimatroid rank function is a function r from pairs of subsets of S and T to the 
integers satisfying: 
R, (normalization): r( ,D , D ) = 0. 
R, (unit increase): r(X u x, U) = r(X, U) + i, i = 0 or 1; similarly, 
r(X,UUu)=r(X,U)+j,j==Oor 1. 
Ra (submodularity): 
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In terms of nonsingular minors, r(X, U) is the maximum size of a nonsingular 
minor x, u with x _C X and u C U, equivalently, it is the rank of X in the 
restricted column matroid G / U. Thus, 
Y(X, U) = qx u UC) - j U” I) 
where P denotes the rank in the representation matroid R. Using this, it is an 
easy manipulation to show the equivalence of this cryptomorphism with the 
earlier one. 
Remark. If r is a bimatroid rank function, then its sections r(*, U) and 
r(X, *) are both matroid rank functions. A rank function on pairs of subsets 
S and T whose sections are matroid rank functions defines a tabloid on S and T. 
Tabloids are first studied by Hocquenghem in [ 131. 
6. BIMATROID MULTIPLICATION 
Let us first recall the Cauchy-Binet Theorem. Let M, N be matrices with 
columns and rows indexed by X, A and A, U, where X and U have the same 
cardinality n. Then, 
det NM = 1 f det(B ] N) det(M 1 B), 
where the summation is over all the n-subsets B contained in A, and B / N 
and M / B are square matrices obtained from N and M by restricting the 
columns or rows to the subset B. 
The Cauchy-Binet Theorem suggests the following “generic” definition 
of the product of two bimatroids. 
DEFINITION 3 (bimatroid multiplication). Let B be a bimatroid between 
S and E, and C a bimatroid between E and T. The product bimatroid C 0 B 
is defined to be the bimatroid between S and T whose nonsingular minors 
are those pairs x, u for which there exists a subset a _C E such that x ] a and 
a / 21. 
To show that C o B is a bimatroid, we rephrase the specification in terms 
of relative rank. Suppose that B has row matroid H and C has column matroid 
K. Then, the rank in the product C 0 B is given by 
+(X, U) = maximum size of a set a C E which is independent 
in both X 1 H and K / U. 
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By the matroid intersection theorem, [lo] or [ 15, p. 3 151, P(X, U) is the minimum 
rank of a covering of E relative to X 1 H and K 1 U: that is, 
i(X, U) = Inn {r(X, B) + Y’(B’, U)), (2) - 
where r is the rank in B and r’ the rank in C. 
We now check the axioms in the relative rank cryptomorphism. Axiom R, 
is obvious; to prove R, , simply note that 
Y(X u x, B) + Y’(@, U) = Y(X, B) + T’(BC, q + i, 
where i = 0 or 1. It remains to check R, . Let X, Y C S and U, VC T. For X 
and U, let A be a subset of E realizing the minimum in (2); thus, A is a subset 
such that 
P(X, U) = r(X, A) + Y’(AC, U). 
Sir$larly, let B be a subset of E such that 
P(Y, V) = r(Y, 23) + T’(BC, V). 
Now, 
r^(X, U) + r^(Y, V) = Y(X, A) + Y'(AC, U) + Y(Y, B) + rp, V) 
> r(X u Y, A n II) + r'((A n B)", U n V) 
+ Y(X n Y, A u B) + Y’((A u B)c, U u V) 
(by the submodular inequality in B and C) 
3 pg {Y(X u I', C) + Y’(C~, U n V)} 
+ m& {r(X n Y, D) + Y’(DC, U u V)} 
=i(xu Y, Un V)+i(xn Y, Uu V). 
This proves the submodular inequality. 
It is obvious that bimatroid multiplication is associative: that is, 
(DoC)oB =Do(CoB). 
NEoreover, it anticommutes with transposition, in the sense that 
(COB)~ = BtoC?. 
The best way to describe all this is oia the category of bimatroids (cf. the category 
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Matr [16, p. 111; in what follows, we drop the convention that bimatroids 
are defined between disjoint sets). The objects in the category of bimatroids 
are all finite sets, and an arrow B between S and T is a bimatroid. Composition 
of arrows is given by bimatroid multiplication. The identity arrow on S is the 
bimatroid coordinatized by the identity matrix indexed by S. 
Now, there is a partial order on Bm(S, T), the set of all bimatroids between 
S and T, defined by: C < B ( or, B isfieev than C) whenever x 1 u in C implies 
that x 1 u in B. This order is called the weak map order. Bimatroid multiplication 
respects this order: i.e., if B < B’ and C < C’, then B 0 C < B’ 0 C’. The 
monoid Bm(S, S) is of special interest. In particular, the submonoid consisting 
of all bimatroids for which r(S, S) = 1 S / is the combinatorial analog of the 
general linear group. 
In the case of coordinatizable bimatroids, the multiplication just defined 
is generic in the following sense. Let B and C be coordinatized by the matrices 
M and N. Then, their product C 0 B is coordinatized by NM”, where Mz 
is the matrix obtained from M by multiplying each row a by an indetermi%ate 
Z, . Further, the bimatroid C 0 B is freer than any, other bimatroid coor- 
dinatized by NM, where M and N are any matrices coordinatizing B and C. 
The paradigmatic example of bimatroid multiplication is induction of a 
matroid through a directed graph. Suppose that B is a transversal bimatroid 
on the sets S and E; let p be the relation (or bipartite directed graph) associated 
with B (see Section 3). Now, suppose C is a bimatroid between E and T with 
row matroid H. Then, the column matroid L of C 0 B is the matroid induced 
from I-I through the graph p. This observation also holds for an arbitrary 
directed graph, as should be clear to a reader familiar with the theory of 
gammoids. The coordinatized versions of these results are due to Lindstrijm [ 171. 
We can also think of bimatroid multiplication as a matrix acting on a set 
of column vectors; that is, we can consider C 0 B as the result of applying 
the linear transformation C to the column matroid G of B. Now, under a 
linear transformation, the inverse images of subspaces remain subspaces. 
This is also true in our abstract framework. 
THEOREM 4. Let B be a bimatroid between S and E with column matroid G, 
and C a bimatroid between E and T. Then, if M is the column matroid of the 
product C 0 B, G -+ M is a strong map. Furthermore, all itrong maps can be 
represented in this fashion. 
Recall that G -+ M is a strong map if every closed set in M is also closed 
in G, or equivalently, for every pair of subsets XC Y C S, 
Y(Y) - Y(X) >, 4(Y) - P(X), 
where r and ? are the ranks in G and M [23, p. 3121. Thus, we need to show that 
P( Y, T) - P(X, T) < r( Y, E) - r(X,, 8); 
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here, as earlier, P, r’, and r are the relative ranks in C 0 B, C, and B, respectively. 
Now, let A be a subset of E that realizes, for X and T, the minimum in (2): 
that is, 
qx, T) = Y&Y, A) + y’(A’, T). 
Now, 
qy, T) - P(x, T), < v(Y, A) + ~‘(k, T) - (+Y A) + T’(AC, T)) 
= Y(Y, A) - ~(x, A) < Y(Y, E) - 4X> 0 
since a restricted column matroid is a quotient of the column matroid (see 
Section 4). This proves the first part of the theorem. 
To prove the second part, we need the Higgs factorization theorem [12]: 
If G --t M is strong, then there exists an extension of G by a set Q such that 
M ir the contraction G u Q/Q; moreover, Q can be chosen to be independent. 
Now, extend Q to a basis B in the extended matroid G u Q. Let B be the 
bim%troid between S and B obtained by restricting the bond bimatroid of 
G u Q relative to the basis B to the column set S. The restricted column 
matroid G 1 B\Q is the matroid M. Consider now the bimatroid between B 
and Q coordinatized by the matrix 
Multiplication by this bimatroid has the effect of deleting the rows indexed 
by Q, and we are done. 
We note, as a corollary, the following special case which is implicit in a 
construction of Mason [19, p. 1491. Let G be the transversal matroid on S 
induced by a bipartite graph p between S and T. Suppose H is a matroid on S 
induced through p from a matroid on T. Then, G + H is a strong map. This 
holds more generally for gammoids and arbitrary graphs. 
7. ORTHOGONAL MATROIDS AND PFAFFIAN STRUCTURES 
For completeness, we define here the combinatorial structures arising from 
the invariant theory of the two remaining infinite classes of classical groups; 
detailed accounts will appear elsewhere. 
For the orthogonal group acting on a vector space with a quadratic form, 
the combinatorial structure is called an orthogonal matroid. An orthogonal 
matroid J on the finite set S is specified by a bimatroid between S and S such 
that for all subsets x, y _C S, x 1 y if and only if y 1 x. 
In the case of the symplectic group the combinatorial structure is best 
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described in terms of Pfaffians (see [6j). A Pfa#ian structure L on the finite 
set S is specified by a collection of subsets x C S called composite sets satisfying 
P,: The empty set is composite. 
P,: A single element set is always not composite. 
Pa: If x and y are composite and x E x then at least one of the following 
holds: 
(a) Exchange: there exists y such that x\x u y and y\y u x are 
composite, or 
(b) Augmentation: there exists x’ E x\x such that x\(x, x’} and 
y U {x, x’} are composite. 
In particular, given a bimatroid B between disjoint sets S and T, the collection 
of subsets x in S u T such that x n S 1 x n T in B form the collection of 
composite sets of a Pfaffian structure on S u T. 
8. CODA 
Another (perhaps unconscious) attempt to abstract the notion of a bilinear 
pairing resulted in the theory of quotient bundles [SJ; a quotient bundle is 
essentially a matroid with a distinguished subset of elements. By the repre- 
sentation theorem, a bimatroid is a matroid with a distinguished basis-that is, 
it is simply a quotient bundle over the free matroid. However, as bimatroid 
multiplication shows, bimatroid theory provides a new geometric approach 
to matroidal problems. One promising area is the theory of orientation (orienta- 
tions in matroids are studied in [3, 351 and elsewhere); this should be useful 
in the study of linear programming. Bimatroids also have a distinctive enumera- 
tion theory (a preliminary version is in [15, Chap. 41); the Tutte decomposition, 
for example, consists of four terms. 
Note added in pmof, After this paper was sent to the printers, I learned that bimatroids 
had been discovered and studied earlier by A. J. Schrijver who called them “linking 
systems.” Professor Schrijver’s motivation stems from matching theory, and the reader 
would find a comprehensive development of the theory of bimatroids from that point of 
view in his book “Matroids and Linking Systems,” Math. Centrum Tracts #85, Amster- 
dam, 1978. 
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